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DD DANNAR, LLC is a company utilizing research and technology 
resulting in the creation of innovative and disruptive products. 
Gary Dannar founded DD DANNAR, LLC believing that people and the community 
they live in are the most vital part of any business. For over 30 years he heard fleet 
managers stress the need to do more with less. In response, DD DANNAR, LLC has 
built a fully customizable platform that users can change at any time for any job rather 
than being limited by single-purpose machines. In doing so, DD DANNAR, LLC has 
revolutionized the off-road equipment manufacturing industry by designing and 
commercially producing the first ever electric powered off-road machine. 

Gary Dannar believes that clean air is a natural human right and plans to be on the 
forefront of the charge to restore that right to the world. We are the OEM of Mobile 
Power Stations® based in the heartland of USA, Muncie, Indiana.

Available on the GSA Schedule (GS-30F-0016Y). Patents pending. Contact Gonneville Inc. for GSA Sales at www.gonneville.com/dannar

DD DANNAR, LLC
4620 W. Bethel Ave, Suite 1, Muncie, IN 47304 | San Clemente, CA | San Jose, CA
765.216.7191 • adam@dannar.us.com

The DANNAR 4.00 is the first all-electric Mobile Power Station® that utilizes a 
componentized modular design to revolutionize infrastructure development 
and public works response. 
The DANNAR provides the fleet manager with a versatile daily maintenance, seasonal needs and 
emergency response, first of its kind machine. All electric, the DANNAR replaces the need for diesel-
fueled equipment, reduces moving parts from hundreds to tens, ultimately saving time and resources 
in operator training and maintenance hours. The DANNAR offers enough energy to operate at peak 
performance for at least eight hours a day, 365 days a year. There are many customizable features, such 
a fully remote, operator platform or climate-controlled cab. 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

PUBLIC WORKS AGRICULTURE
AIRPORTS
FIRST RESPONDERS
UNIVERSITIES
WAREHOUSES
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ENERGY ON WHEELS

3.00 & 4.00

The DANNAR 3.00 and 4.00 are powered by multiple BMW i3 battery packs. 
The DANNAR 3.00 comes standard with two 33kWh and the DANNAR 4.00 comes standard with three 
42 kWh BMW i3Li-ion battery packs. We offer a maximum of 12 battery packs on a single DANNAR to 
provide 504 kWh of energy. At a minimum, the DANNAR offers users enough energy to charge two 
Tesla EVs, or work for eight to ten hours on site. At a maximum the DANNAR offers enough energy to 
power nearly 17 houses for 24 hours, making the DANNAR ideal during emergencies. 

MICRO-GRID
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The DANNAR 4.00 is the first all-electric Mobile Power Station® that utilizes a 
componentized modular design to transform agricultural responsibilities. 
The DANNAR gives you the ability to deliver energy along with versatile attachments over all terrains, 
including fields and orchards. The symmetrical design allows the delivering of heavy loads on one end, 
keeping the other end available for multi-purpose use. Routine farm and food processing tasks are 
supported by DANNAR as it lifts, grabs, pushes and hauls. All electric, the DANNAR replaces the need 
for diesel-fuels and single-purpose alternatives. There are many customizable features, such a fully 
remote, operator platform or climate-controlled cab. 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

AGRICULTURE AIRPORTS
FIRST RESPONDERS
PUBLIC WORKS
UNIVERSITIES
WAREHOUSES
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The DANNAR 4.00 is the first all-electric Mobile Power Station® that utilizes a 
componentized modular design for day-to-day airport maintenance. 
The DANNAR gives you the ability to tailor your “Energy on Wheels” through versatile attachments, 
allowing the DANNAR to transform from a snow pusher to a broom in a matter of minutes—replacing 
the need for diesel-fuels and single-purpose alternatives. The DANNAR base units come standard with 
battery packs that offer a minimum of 126kWh of stored energy for providing power to parked aircraft, 
eliminating the trailered delivery method. There are many customizable features, such a fully remote, 
operator platform or climate-controlled cab.

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

AIRPORTS AGRICULTURE
FIRST RESPONDERS
PUBLIC WORKS
UNIVERSITIES
WAREHOUSES
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The DANNAR 4.00 is the first all-electric Mobile Power Station® that utilizes a 
componentized modular design for emergency response. 
The DANNAR provides first responders with versatile emergency resources when it counts the most. As 
“Energy on Wheels” the DANNAR can first arrive in the toughest of circumstances, utilize multi-purpose 
attachments to clear the way, deliver emergency water supply and then power other electric vehicles and 
tools. The DANNAR replaces the need for diesel-fuels and single-purpose equipment. There are many 
customizable features, such a fully remote, operator platform or climate-controlled cab. The DANNAR 
provides the first responder, with the right tool for immediate search and recovery response, and also 
offers longer term exportable electrical power for other responders and equipment. 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

FIRST RESPONDERS AGRICULTURE
AIRPORTS
PUBLIC WORKS
UNIVERSITIES
WAREHOUSES
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The DANNAR 4.00 is the first all-electric Mobile Power Station® that utilizes a 
componentized modular design to realize university sustainability initiatives 
with innovative heavy-duty equipment solutions. 
The DANNAR provides universities and campuses the flexibility to tackle heavy-duty construction and 
maintenance needs, emergency response or power an event. All-electric, the DANNAR accomplishes 
clean and quiet work, eliminating the invasive aspect created by traditional heavy machinery. As 
“Energy on Wheels” it can export power to all areas of the campus without trailered generators. 
Changing tires makes the DANNAR a versatile and integral part of lawn and terrain maintenance. 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

UNIVERSITIES AGRICULTURE
AIRPORTS
FIRST RESPONDERS
PUBLIC WORKS
WAREHOUSES
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The DANNAR 4.00 is the first all-electric Mobile Power Station® that utilizes 
a componentized modular design resulting in heavy-duty energy platform 
that is configurable for exterior and interior environments. 
The DANNAR accomplishes clean and quiet work, eliminating the invasive aspect created by 
traditional, diesel fueled machinery. This versatile power-house replaces multiple single-purposes 
machines with one. Forklift, scissor lift, container loader, potable water delivery, lavatory service is just 
a beginning list of the warehouse activities the DANNAR accomplishes with zero-emissions. Options 
include remote, operator platform or climate-controlled operator cab. Customized task specific 
automation for pre-programmed work is another option. 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

WAREHOUSES AGRICULTURE
AIRPORTS
FIRST RESPONDERS
PUBLIC WORKS
UNIVERSITIES
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ENERGY ON WHEELS

DD DANNAR, LLC is a company utilizing research and technology resulting in 
the creation of innovative and disruptive products. 
Gary Dannar founded DD DANNAR, LLC believing that people and the community they live in are 
the most vital part of any business. For over 30 years, he heard fleet managers stress the need to do 
more with less. In response, DD DANNAR, LLC has built a fully customizable platform that users can 
change at any time, for any job rather than being limited by single-purpose machines. In doing so, DD 
DANNAR, LLC has revolutionized the off-road equipment manufacturing industry by designing and 
commercially producing the first ever electric powered off-road machine. 
Designed with lower maintenance requirements than conventional equipment.  
Electrification simplifies operation and reduces preventive maintenance.

3.00 & 4.00
PRICE
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The DANNAR is the most complete maintenance and disaster response 
platform on the market today, providing year-round infrastructure and off-
road maintenance, disaster response, and supplemental mobile micro-grid 
export power. 
The base model comes standard with dual flat beds to accommodate a range of work functions from 
adding scissor lifts, forklift masts, or dump beds, to water tanks, electric water pumps, portable light 
units, or mobile telescoping cell towers. Base model comes standard with a flat bed and universal quick 
attach mounting plates that can receive any standard Cat®, Bobcat® or John Deere® attachments. 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

4.00 The DANNAR is the most complete maintenance and disaster response 
platform on the market today, providing year-round infrastructure and off-
road maintenance, disaster response, and supplemental mobile micro-grid 
export power. 
Built on a heavy-duty steel ladder frame, the DANNAR can easily be equipped with an optional 
open operator cab platform equipped with a joystick, foot pedal and touchscreen tool control. Base 
model comes standard with a flat bed and universal quick attach mounting plates that can receive any 
standard Cat®, Bobcat® or John Deere® attachments. 

ESSENTIAL SERVICES FUELED  
  BY ZERO EMISSION POWER

3.00
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Why the need for a new category of heavy-duty 
equipment—Mobile Power Stations®?
At the turn of the 19th century power and energy systems were growing and 
becoming more powerful inside buildings and cities. Innovators of the time began 
to transform and harness power for two distinctly different needs, taking newfound 
solutions to the fields for agriculture and cities for construction and the creation of 
infrastructure. For the next one-hundred years equipment manufacturers built more 
and more powerful, single-purpose, diesel-fueled machines.

As the decades passed, cities, counties, industry and agriculture production to name 
just a few grew, all with the need for equipment. All that was available was single-
purpose equipment. All that was available was diesel-fueled equipment, creating 
environmental concerns. The problem so great, DD DANNAR, LLC focused on the 
only reasonable approach.

Start. Clean.
The DANNAR 3.00 and 4.00 are the first all-electric Mobile Power Stations® 
that utilize a componentized modular design resulting in heavy-duty energy 
platform that is configurable to meet daily infrastructure maintenance, seasonal 
and emergency response.

DANNAR Mobile Power Stations® are more 
cost-effective than traditional diesel.

MANUFACTURED  
WITH PRIDE  
IN THE USA

* Nebraska Tractor Test Data (2017)

** www.electricchoice.com 

*** www.equipmentworld.com/oo-costs-backhoes/# 

**** www.eia.gov/petroleum/gasdiesel/

ALL ELECTRIC. ALL DAY.    |    ENERGY ON WHEELS.    |    ZERO EMISSIONS.

AVERAGE  
HOURS PER DAY4.6 4.6

AVERAGE  
COST PER HOUR

$7.26 $17.97
AVERAGE 

MAINTENANCE  
PER DAY

82¢ $8.51***

MPS KWH 
CAPACITY

66 5.6
DIESEL  
USAGE

COST TO 
RECHARGE**

11¢ $3.21
AVERAGE DIESEL 

COST****

DANNAR Mobile 
Power Stations® 

Average Diesel 
Tractor*

COST  
PER DAY

$34.21 $91.20


